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of archery and Political economy—these all  are the inferior
sciences.    The  superior science  is that by whicb Brahma is
	»»
There is another compendious work on Indian Logic Padarthadipika
by Konda-bhatta a noted grammarian. There are some metrical
treatises the most important of which are Kusamanjalz and SJyaya.
Sanksliepa.
Doctrine.—The order observed both by Gotama and Kanada, in
delivering the precepts of the science which they engage to unfold is
enunciation, definition and investigation. Enunciation (Uddesa) is the
mention of a thing by its name. Definition (Lakshana) sets forth a
peculiar property, constituting the essential character of a thing. In-
vestigation (Pariksha) consists in disquisition upon the pertinence and
sufficiency of the definition. Consonantly to this the teachers of philo-
sophy premise the terms of the science, proceed to the definition and
then pass on to the examination of subjects so premised.
In a logical arrangement the " predicaments" padartha or object
of proof are six as they are enumerated by Kanada ,• viz substance,
quality, action, community, particularity, and aggregate or intimate
relation, to which a seventh is added by other authors; privation or
negation. These again compose a twofold arrangement; positive and
negative, Bhava and abhava, the first comprising six and the latter one.
According to the Buddhists this padartha or predicament i* know-
ledge (Jnana) and according to the Vedantists the predicament or
.object is Brahma the universal being in whom all exists.
Gotama enumerate.., sixteen heads or topics : among which, proof
or evidence and tkat which is to be proven are chief; the rest are
subsidiary or accessory as contributing to knowledge and ascertainment
of truth. They are (i) proof (2) that which' is to be known and proven
(3) doubt (4) motive ($) instance (6} demonstrated truth (7) member
of a regular argument or Syllogism (8) reasoning by reduction to
absurdity (9) determination or ascertainment (10) determination or
disquisition (n) controversy (12) objecion (13) fallacious reason
(14) perversion (15) futility (16) confutation. .
There is no discrepancy between these two arrangements. They
are held to be reconciliable; the one more ample, the other more suc-
cint; but both leading to like results,
A|)'aya as well as tMSankhya concur with other schools of psychb-
logy in promising beatitude and moska^ deliverance from the evil for
the rev/ard of a thorough knowledge of the principles which they teach.

